Buff
#06

SanteFe
#21

Chocolate
#24

Color
D e sig n
Pattern
Te x ture
Craftsmanship

Gulf Coast Pavers
www.GulfCoastPaversFlorida.com

Pewter/Char
#1110

SanteFe/Yellow
#2120

Insist on the best. We have over three generations of
masonary experience and craftsmanship in our family.
For over 25 years we have been cemented in the local
building community with superior
craftsmanship, professional service
and the ability to provide a top
quality product. We are locally owned
and operated which gives you the
advantage of dealing direct. Our
American made pavers are superior
to imports in that they provide color
throughout the paver—not just
surface color. Surface color wears
out in a short time under the UV
rays of the Florida sunshine but our
saturated color pavers infuse color
throughout the stone providing a lifetime of color for
your landscape options. Our showroom and state of the
art manufacturing plant is located in Southwest Florida,
which lends itself to a quick shipping advantage, allowing
you to start your design project immediately.

Buff/Char
#0610

We Make
Our Own
Pave rs
A Direct
Advantage
Terrcotta/Chocolate
#2624

Sandstone/Chocolate
#0924

White/Buff
#0106

Gulf Coast Pavers

Plant Location

1515 Forestry Div. Rd
Labelle, FL 33935
863. 230.3100
“ Actual colors and textures may vary slightly from photographs.”
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pattern
pattern
e ve r y whe re
simple to enchanting

Boxed Bond
45º Angle

Large Pinwheel
90º Angle

Figaro
90º Angle

Kaleidoscope
45º Angle

Brick Pavers
45º Running Bond

Euro Cobble
Standard Running Bond

Half Basket
90º Angle

Stacked Bond
45º Angle

Euro Cobble
“T” Pattern

Euro Cobble
Alternate Running Bond

Euro Cobble
45º Diamond

Euro Cobble
“Random” Pattern

Brick Pavers
45º Herring Bone

Brick Pavers
90º Herring Bone

Brick Pavers
45º Basket Weave

There is nothing
more enchanting
than a grand drive, a
winding garden path
or a tranquil pool
deck. While their
function is to lead
one to a particular
space, their beauty
takes shape from the
overall design and the
pattern chosen by the
designer. With the
simple introduction
of a curve or slant it
can become a work of
art. Patterns as diverse
as dreams combine
to create running
bonds, basketweaves
and herringbone
patterns—used alone
or in combination to
create a unique design
that personalizes
your drive, pavement,
patio or walkway.
The brick shape is
decided by the design
and the thickness
by function—due to
height limitations,
vehicular traffic
or pedestrian
traffic applications
needed—So dream
the impossible, simple
to enchanting , with
unlimited design
possibilities.

Sandstone/Buff
#0906

Sandstone/Buff/Char
#9610

Oyster/Buff/Char
#3610

Dk.Orange/Buff/Char
#2760

Malt/White/Buff
#4106

Malt/Buff/Char
#4610

Autumn Blend
#2122

Traditions
#2117

Tan
#14

Red/Char
#0710

Lt.Terracotta/Sandstone/Char
#1990

Terracotta/DesertSand/Char
#1815

Lt.Terracotta/Sandstone
#1909

Lt.Terracotta/Mocha
#1912

Buff/Creme/Mocha
#6812

Ravena Blend
#906/610/1815/2624

Naples Sunset
#7810

Lt.Terracotta/Creme/Mocha
#1982

Brick Pavers
90º Basket Weave
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Our 38+ color options are designed to
last a lifetime. They will not fade over
time or require color fasting sealers. Each
paver brick’s full range color is infused
within, through and
through. Choose from a
wider range of colors from
base color solids to darker
variations of aged Olde
non-fade. World European style.

oh so, deep in

col
or
infused throughout.

Unlimited Patterns
limitless design possibilities
Paver selection is one of the most important decisions you will make when customizing your
exterior appearance. Pavers, after all, are the visual footprint of your home or business. So
choosing a company that offers its own manufacturing and 25 years of building knowledge, is a
company up for the challenge— for homeowners and commercial builders
alike. It all starts with our abundant options and unlimited pattern design
possibilities; Choose a Shape and Color and combine them in a uniform,
random, classic or contemporary pattern—this is your time to dream the
impossible—to make a unique architectural style and personal preference
statement.

A col or f ul f irst im pre ssion
GCPV_0003 Final Brochure 2011v4 inside.indd 1

D re am
the impossible.
We’re up
to the challenge.
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size

size
4” x 8”
6” x 6”
6” x 9”
8” x 8”
12” x 12”
18” x 18”
depth
2 3/8”
1”

Euro
size
6” x 6”
6” x 9”
depth
2 3/8”
1”
3 Pc
Cobble
size
2 1/4” x 4 1/2”
41/2” x 4 1/2”
6 3/4” x 4 1/2”
depth
2 3/8”

Bishop Hat

Brick
With 6 size options this shape allows for the unlimited
design versatility when used singular or combined
with other sizes, shapes and colors in commercial and
residential installations. This shape can create a clean
contemporary look or if tumbled offers a softer rounded
texture for an Olde World European appearance.

depth
2 3/8”

The Bishop Hat (the shape resemble it name sake) by
itself creates many eye catching patterns, both in terms
of shape, texture and color giving your landscaping a
unique and stunning appearance. Bishop Hat can be
combined with the Brick 4”, 6” and 8” shapes to give
many more pattern for unlimited possibilities.

Cobble

Bull Nose

Cobble Stones (found throughout New England and
Europe) have a distinctive embossed edge and natural
color. Our shape replicates the cobble to produce a
Turn-of-the-Century Cobble stone street look.
Euro Cobble: is a two piece paver (6” and 9”). This
shape provides an olde European look and can be
tumbled for an aged appearance.
3 Piece Cobblestone: is packaged with three different
sizes (square and rectangles). The 3 sizes offers a variety
of random patterns.

9 ” x 11”
1/2

This shape (named as such because it resembles a bull’s
nose) is a finishing brick with a rounded end. It is most
commonly used around a pool deck and step edges to
finish an open edge landscape installation. This shape is
available in matching colors and two depths—a quality
finishing touch to any project.

size
4” x 9”
depth
2 3/8”
1”

Ask about our custom engraved brick capabilities.
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